Dear Teachers:
DAREarts is a Canadian children’s charity that empowers young people to ignite change as leaders using the arts, guided
by the DARE values of Discipline, Action, Responsibility and Excellence.
The DAREarts education team has worked extensively with remote First Nations communities, and are bringing these
experiences to you. The DAREarts Reconciliation Card Project provides in-depth knowledge and materials to
supplement your teaching on Indigenous perspectives, and offers classrooms a creative exploration of reconciliation and
social justice. Recommended for grades 6 and up.
The DAREarts Reconciliation Card Project Kit includes:
 The documentary, Fill My Hollow Bones, covers three years of work with the youth of Webequie FN,
a fly-in only First Nation in northern Ontario (narrated by Graham Greene, 52 mins.);
 A comprehensive lesson plan where students explore what reconciliation means to them and why it’s important
to have empathy and mend relationships;
 A visual arts component where students create art cards that interpret the Seven Grandfather Teachings plus
DARE values, discovering what these values mean to them as young leaders. Blank cards included.

Order your kit today!
 DAREarts Reconciliation Kit (30 cards) - $50
 DAREarts Reconciliation Kit (100 cards) - $75
 DAREarts Reconciliation Kit (200 cards) - $100

 We would like a DAREarts artist
to work with our students!
Pricing & availability varies; call for details

Total $__________
Name:________________________________________________ Tel:_______________________
Email:__________________________________________________  Check to receive DAREarts newsletters
School:___________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________ Province:____ PC:_________
Grade(s) using kit:_______________ # of Students:____________
Signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Mail completed form plus payment via cheque to DAREarts:
3030 Concession 3 Adjala, RR1
Palgrave, ON L0N 1P0
Kit will be shipped once order & payment are received. Standard shipping included.
To pay by credit card, please call us at 1-888-540-2787.
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